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THE FUTURE OF MOS MEMORIES IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Betty Prince
Motorola, Inc.

3501 Ed Bluestein Blvd.
Austin, Texas 78721

The rapidly growing telecommunications industry is increasingly dependent on MOS
Memories to support new development in such diverse fields as satellite communications,
PBX systems, digital exchanges in central office systems, repertory dialers and information
systems based on communication networks. While many telecommunications firms have
in-house memory suppliers, the huge demand, fueled by the industry’s 27% annual growth,
draws increasingly on the merchant market. The MOS Memory market is the fastest
growth segment in the history of the semiconductor industry growing from 15 million in
1970 to over 2.4 billion in 1980.

The special requirements of the telecom industry on memory suppliers are becoming
increasingly significant in long range memory planning. Some telecom applications require
reliability over long lifetimes as many telephone exchanges are expected to be in the field
over 20 years. Both the infant mortality and field failures become critical under these
conditions. Power consumption and non-volatility are major requirements in reportory
dialers. Other requirements are high speed and density for large digital exchanges. For
systems with large numbers of Memories, the soft error rate becomes an important
consideration.

The last decade has seen MOS Memories evolve from the 1K Dynamic in 1970, which
was 17K mil2 on a side, with access time of 300ns, and 4,000 devices on a chip, to the
64K RAM with 150ns TACC, still only 35K mil2 area and 155,000 devices on a chip. See
Figure 1.

The development of these high technology memories takes an average of two to three
years from concept to production and has manpower requirements of at least two or three
experienced designers plus other support engineering functions for each circuit. The
financial resources required have risen to over $100,000 per circuit design, with products
like the 64K RAM requiring several million dollars to develop.



Increasingly sophisticated processes are needed to produce the speed and density required
of today’s memory devices. The standard NMOS process, which is used to produce such
products as 16K Dynamics, has 4-5 micron line widths, and used mixed wet and dry
etching with 900EA thick gate oxide. Scaling the process by 1/2 doubles the density and
brings us to the level of the HMOS I process. HMOS I has 3-4 micron line widths and a
25% increase in speed-power factor. It is used for such products as 55ns 1K and 4K Static
RAMs. See Figure 2. Current technology for advanced devices such as the 64K Dynamic
RAM and 16K Static RAM use the HMOS II process which is scaled down to 2-3 micron
line widths. It has a further 25% increase in speed-power product. The HMOS II process
uses positive photoresist, plasma etching and lower resistivity interconnects. The cost of
building a single HMOS wafer fabrication area can range from 40 to 100 million dollars.

Memory densities typically double every year. Current leading products at the 64K bit
level include Dynamic RAMs, EPROM’s, ROM’s, and static devices at the 16K level. A
pin-compatible 64K EPROM family such as the MCM68764 series, includes 16K, 32K,
and 64K EPROM’s with single 5 volt power supply in 24 pin package with industry
standard pinouts. The complete EPROM family is upward compatible to the 64K level,
with pin compatible ROMs available for final high volume system production. See
Figure 3. For high speed applications the 16K and 32K EPROM’s are available in speeds
ranging from the standard 450ns up to 250ns, and in a low power selection with 10MA
standby current and 50MA active current.

The 64K EPROM uses a triple function on Pin 20. During programming, the required 25
volt pulses are applied through Pin 20. In normal operation the same pin serves as the chip
enable with automatic standby power-down when the chip is deselected. The 64K
EPROM is available also in low power selection with 50MA maximum current. The
EPROM’s are required for debugging systems which will use in production the pin
compatible industry standard ROM’s up to 64K bit level. The 64K ROM’s are organized
in the same 8Kx8 construction as the 64K EPROM and are pin compatible with the
industry standard 24 pin 8K, 16K, and 32K ROM’s. The 64K ROM powers down with
chip enable and has maximum access time as fast as 250ns with maximum active current
of 40MA. For higher speed and greater density uses, the 128K EPROM’s and ROM’s will
be sampled in 1981.

For applications requiring a non-volatile memory, such as reportory dialers, a 2Kx8
Electrically Erasable ROM, the MCM2816 will be introduced in 1981. This part is fully
static with no precharge required. It uses single 5 volt power supply and is pin compatible
with the current industry standard 2716 UV EPROM. The part has in-board write/erase
capability using a 25 volt supply. It is targeted to guaranteed 10K write/erase cycles. For
smaller, non-volatile memory uses, a 16x16 bit serial I/O EEROM is available now. Both
products use a modified version of the floating polysilicon gate MOS (FAMOS) process.



For large systems requiring many K bytes of Dynamic RAM’s such as central office and
PBX systems, the 64K RAM is available in two versions in speeds to 150ns. The
MCM6665 with a pull-up resistor on Pin 1 uses the standard RAS only refresh. It is useful
for upgrading systems currently using 16K Dynamic RAM’s. Since this 64K RAM uses
128 cycle refresh, it is upward compatible from the industry standard 16K three power
supply Dynamic RAM. The MCM6664 version has two refresh functions on Pin 1,
automatic refresh and self refresh. The automatic pulse refresh greatly simplifies the
memory controller function and reduces the number of gating levels required to perform
refresh. With the automatic refresh, address generation logic can be eliminated and address
multiplexing logic can be greatly simplified. Unlike RAS only refresh, the autorefresh
timing is non-critical. Also, the greater system noise levels encountered during refresh will
have less effect on refresh address generation and timing since they are generated inside
the chip. Another function on the Pin 1 is the self refresh. This is a power-down function
which greatly simplifies battery backup control. Since no high current buffers will have to
remain powered-up except RAS there is less control logic required to remain powered-up.

For applications such as rapid data transmission requiring higher speed memories, the
industry standard MCM4517, is available in speeds as fast as 120ns. Upward compatible
with the MCM6665, the 4517 is made on the high technology HMOS II process. Since the
MCM4517, like the MCM6665, is intended to be used with standard RAS only refresh, it
has a pull-up resistor on PIN 1. The MCM4516 with refresh function on Pin 1 is scheduled
for introduction during the fourth quarter of 1980.

Telecommunications applications require not only speed and power from a memory
device, but long term reliability. Because of this requirement, memories in plastic packages
have not been widely accepted in telecommunications applications, particularly not in
central office system applications. Advances in plastic packaging techniques may soon
overcome this reluctance however, various package and chip coatings are being developed
which help seal the plastic package against the effects of humidity. This will cause the long
term reliability of the plastic package to approach that of the more traditional, but much
more expensive, ceramic packages.

The benefits of the plastic package extend beyond the cost advantages since this package
acts as a barrier against alpha radiation. Alpha particles, which are emitted by the
packaging material in ceramic packages, are known to cause soft errors in Dynamic
RAM’s and to a lesser extent in Static RAM’s. The limits frequently put on soft error
failure rates for large systems in the industry range from .1% to 1% failures per thousand
device hours, depending on the level of error correction in the system. A 16K Dynamic
RAM packaged in plastic under normal clean area conditions should have no difficulty
meeting this requirement.



At the 64K level of density, the smaller geometries mean the chips will be proportionally
more sensitive to alpha failures. Current measures for limiting the alpha sensitivity at the
64K level involve design techniques such as folded bit sense lines as were used in the
MCM6664 and MCM6665 by Motorola. However, at these density levels, and beyond,
the feasibility diminishes of eliminating the sensitivity to alpha generated soft errors by
design or process techniques. Die coatings to protect the chips from the effects of alpha
radiation have been discussed. As densities increase still further, the responsibility for
eliminating soft errors must increasingly be shared by the systems manufacturers by the
use of more sophisticated error correction techniques at the systems level.

Looking at the future, by 1985, 1 megabit memories with 2 million devices on a chip, 1ns
gate delay, and capable of 100 megahertz speeds should be available. While the power
dissipation per chip will remain at about the present levels, the dissipation per bit will have
decreased from the 10 microwatt level of today to 1 microwatt or less. As future memories
and telecom systems become more complex, there will be the need for increased
interaction between the systems manufacturer and the semiconductor vendor to utilize the
vastly more complex systems of tomorrow.
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